
SOLUTIONS FOR 
INTERIOR FINISHING 
TRADES
Hilti Tools, Fastening &  
Firestop Systems



WE HELP YOU INCREASE  
YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
Transparency brings efficiency

Hilti Asset Management

We observe operations within your sites, offices  
and warehouses to map your current processes

An overview of opportunities to improve your  
productivity both onsite and in the office 

We identify and validate inefficiencies in  
management of your assets on an employee  
and administration level

Employee feedback of your current situation

We document and quantify the impact of your  
current business challenges and the goals you  
want to achieve

A detailed business case and tailored solution 
aligned with your company’s needs, including a 
cost-benefit analysis of the proposed solution

Missing equipment, expired certifications and broken tools can cost your 
business time and money. Good asset management is crucial for staying 
on top of these challenges and helps increase your overall profitability. 

Your company’s future competitiveness depends on the productivity gains 
you can achieve today. 

IT ALL STARTS WITH A HALF DAY ONSITE ANALYSIS THE BENEFITS OF AN ONSITE ANALYSIS

Our specialist consultants are professionally trained in productivity improvement and process optimisation. 
Their mission throughout the onsite analysis is to analyse your current processes in managing your assets, 
certifications, repair and maintenance schedules, and to identify areas of improvement to help optimise 
your business.

The end result is to deliver a concrete plan of how we can help you tackle your inefficiencies.

To request a consultation, email auontrack@hilti.com,  
visit www.hilti.com.au/ontrack or scan the code.

Watch the video to see 
how an onsite analysis 

can help your business.

✓

✓

✓



Hilti Fleet Management

CONNECT WITH 
YOUR TOOLS
Hassle-free tool services  
at your fingertips

Hilti Connect

THE CLEVER  
ALTERNATIVE 
We manage your tools so you  
can manage your business

The cost of tools goes way beyond purchase price

With Hilti Fleet Management there is no upfront investment to tool-up for a job. Instead, you pay 
a fixed monthly charge that covers all tool, service and repair costs. This greatly simplifies your 
financial planning and takes a load of administrative work off your shoulders.

Call us on 131 292 for a free consultation  
to help you optimise your tool fleet and  
save your business money.

Watch the video to 
see why professional 

tradies choose  
Fleet Management.

*Some limitations apply. Contact Hilti for details.

KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE
Tool inventory and labelling
• Use Fleet Management Online to track and  

assign your tools to a specific job, team or  
worker

•  A full tool fleet list helps avoid redundant 
purchases

•  Customised labels makes tracking tools  
easier

FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE

Exchange cycle
•  Flexible tool exchange cycle options: monthly, 

quarterly (default), semi-annually or annually

Contract extension
• Return your tools at a date convenient to you upon 

contract expiry 
• Contract extension ends when tools are returned to Hilti  

CUT ADMINISTRATION
Streamlined processes
• No more repair quotes – high quality tool repairs  

returned fast
• Quick and easy order process to add tools to your fleet
• 1 monthly invoice

✖

NO MORE DOWNTIME

Tool upgrades
• Use our tools to get the job done, then trade up to 

the latest technology at the end of the term using Hilti 
Online or Hilti Connect

• Minimise downtime with a constant fleet of high 
performing tools

Loan tools*
• In the event of a tool repair we can arrange a loan tool 

from a designated Kennards Hire branch. Call us on 
131 292 and we’ll do the rest.

CONTROL YOUR COSTS
All inclusive repairs
• No repair costs - ever
• Unlimited battery replacements
• Pistons and buffers included in direct 

fastening tools*
• Free laser calibration

Fixed monthly cost
•  A low monthly usage fee replaces a large 

 upfront cash investment to tool up
• Predictable costs, every month

Theft coverage
• 80% of losses covered in the event of a theft
•  Simply report the tool stolen with a police  

report. We’ll take care of the rest

Accidental damage
• Cover for accidental damage on site*
• Return the tools to Hilti and we’ll take care 

of the rest

Hilti Connect is the perfect app to manage your tools

Hilti Connect is a new phone app that allows you to identify your tool with NFC technology, find 
detailed tool information such as warranty and fleet expiration dates, and see how many times 
a tool has been repaired. The app also allows you to submit your tools for repair right from your 
smartphone.

Scan the code to find out more about the benefits that 
Hilti Connect can provide you and your business.

HOW DOES HILTI CONNECT WORK?
There are three things that make up the whole Hilti Connect 
experience. The app, the NFC tag, and the Hilti Cloud. Once logged 
into the app with your Hilti Online login credentials, you can search 
for the tool you want by serial number or by scanning the NFC tag. 
After scanning a tool, the app links to the Hilti Cloud and pulls in all 
the data and documents for that tool.

HOW CAN IT HELP WITH MY FLEET TOOLS?
Hilti Connect gives you access to Fleet information such as 
purchase date and expiry date and allows you to book tool repairs 
and request loan tools at the same time (should you need one). In 
addition, you can access operator manuals, how-to videos, related 
products and approval documents – all from the convenience of 
your smartphone.

HOW DO I KNOW IF MY TOOL IS NFC ENABLED?
Any Hilti tool that is NFC enabled will have a “Connected” symbol 
on the rating plate of the tool. Place your phone in that location and 
it will read the NFC tag and take you to the Hilti Connect App.

Hilti Connect can be downloaded 
for free from the Google Play store, 
or the App Store right to your 
smartphone.



QUICK, EXPERT 
REPAIRS
Clear warranties and  
repair costs

Hilti Tool Service

PRODUCTIVITY 
PLUS
Complete systems for  
interior finishing trades

Hilti Systems

 
Book your repairs via the Hilti Connect app, 
www.hilti.com.au or 131 292.

Get the  
Hilti Connect  

app for iOS or 
Android.

INTERIOR FINISHING SYSTEMS
The innovative tools and accessories we supply to the construction industry are as 
varied as the applications in this field.

We offer a range of products for measuring, drilling, diamond coring, chiselling, cutting, 
grinding and fastening as well as special solutions for applications such as dustless 
drilling. Our products form fully matched system components, designed for maximum 
performance and reliability to help you work faster and stay productive longer.

We understand safety is a priority, that’s why our dust removal, vibration reduction and 
active torque control features were developed to provide highly effective user protection.

IMPROVED SAFETY •  Combustion-free operation – no gas cans  
or powder cartridges to store and dispose of

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY  •  Fastening rate of 1.3 nails per second     •  Controlled sealant wastage 
•  One battery fits all 

THE END RESULT:  Improved safety and greater productivity.

HILTI SYSTEMS – A CASE STUDY
Faster drywall construction

Screw magazine for 
collated screws

+ ++

Measuring system for 
dry wall installer covers 

with wide range of 
applications including 
distance measuring, 
levelling and aligning

We repair and clean your Hilti tools quickly and expertly. 
We don’t just change a faulty part, we carry out a full 
diagnostic check on all moving parts and return your tool 
to its original performance.

HOW MUCH WILL MY TOOL REPAIR COST?
20 year manufacturer’s warranty
• We will repair your tool free of charge if it breaks down as a result of materials 

or manufacturing defects for 20 years.
• A charged repair will never cost you more than 30% of the price of a brand 

new replacement tool. If the actual cost of labour and parts is less, that is all 
you’ll pay.

Up to 2 years wear and tear coverage
• We will repair your tool completely free of charge for up to 2 years from the  

date of purchase. This includes damage resulting from normal wear and tear.  
You won’t pay for parts, labour or even pick-up and delivery.

• After the wear and tear period, the cost of paid repairs are capped for the 
remaining warranty period.

HOW LONG WILL MY TOOL REPAIR TAKE?
Let’s get started right away - repair cost pre-approvals
• By pre-approving charged repair costs up to the 30% repair cost limit, you 

eliminate the quotation process – meaning we won’t delay repair work and 
less downtime for you.

• We’ll collect, repair and return your tool to site, faster than any other tool 
repair service. We even guarantee 5 days turnaround in Sydney, Brisbane, 
Melbourne and Gold Coast metro areas. If we fail, your repair is free!*

*Conditions apply. See website for details.

Scan the code to register  
for super fast repairs.

Sealing rigid or low-
movement ceiling/wall joints 

in various base materials 
such as masonry, concrete, 

drywall and metal, with 
cordless dispenser

Battery 22V cordless 
nailer for interior finishing 

applications. 
High-performance 

collated nail for concrete



SCW 22-A cordless wood saw
• Impressive cutting performance and much lighter 

than a corded alternative
• Perfect for cutting formwork, plywood,  

chipboard, plastic, rafters and battens

CD 4-A22 caulking dispenser
• Versatile tool that can be used interchangeably 

with either 310 ml cartridges or 600 ml barrels
• Powerful tool for dispensing high-viscosity 

material with ease

PM 2-LG green line laser
• Level suspended ceilings
• Level and align doors and windows
• Green laser beam for best visibility
• Horizontal and vertical line with a large fan angle 

to cover the whole working area

PM 40-MG multi-line green laser
• Setting out drywall tracks on floors, walls, ceiling
• Easy and fast aligning – rotating platform with 

improved fine adjustment
• All the lines you need – 4 vertical and a 360° 

horizontal lines, bottom plumbing point
• Green beam – 4 times more visible than red

 PR 3-HVSG green rotating laser
• Level suspended ceilings and transfer heights
• Square walls and partitions
• Rotating laser beam can be switched, by remote 

control, to a stationary laser line that can be 
shifted in the horizontal or vertical planes

• Rugged shock-absorbent housing provides 
protection in case the tool is dropped 

PR 30-HVSG green rotating laser
• Suspended ceilings and transfer heights
• Square walls and partitions
• “Catch-me” line function to boost laser visibility
• Paired remote control to avoid interference  

with other tools on the jobsite
• Auto alignment function – tool aligns the beam 

at the touch of a button

AG 125-A22 cordless angle grinder
•  Most powerful grinder on the market, can 

withstand high forces when cutting or grinding
• Perfect balance and low weight
•  First class safety features: disc brake, Active 

Torque Control (ATC), deadman’s switch

SID 4-A22 cordless impact driver
• High-efficiency brushless motor means the tool 

lasts longer and gets more work done per charge
• Robust 1/4” hexagonal click-in chuck
• Four bright LEDs around the chuck provide direct 

illumination of the work surface
• Three gears and electronic speed control for easy 

switching between different driving speeds
• Ergonomic grip and trigger for maximum comfort 

and convenience during long periods of use

TE 4-A22 DRS cordless rotary hammer 
with dust extraction
• Repetitive drilling in all directions in concrete and 

masonry, recommended diameter range 5-12mm
• Virtually dustless drilling when used with the  

DRS 4-A dust removal system
• First class performance-to-weight ratio, making it 

ideal for overhead applications
• High battery capacity – more holes per charge

PD 5 laser range meter
• Accurately measure distances up to 100m
• Easy to use, single button operation
• Water resistant and dust tight
• Automatic backlight on the display makes the 

results visible in dark spaces

ACCURATE, RELIABLE 
AND EASY TO USE

THE FREEDOM TO  
GET THE JOB DONE

Hilti Measuring 
Systems

Hilti Cordless 
Systems



Large abrasives
• For dry wall studs on chop saws
• Sizes available: 14”

UP – Dry wall 
cutting disc

Metal

Wood

Universal

SP – Cutting SP – Flap discSPX – Cutting UP - Grinding

Stepper bits

HSS metal drill bits

Spade bits

Cutout bits

Bimetal holesaws

Reciprocating saw blades
• Ideal performance and extra life in a wide range of 

metal and wood cutting applications
• Additional TPI, blade lengths and pack sizes available 

– see Hilti website for more information

Jig saw blades
• High precision and fast speed
• For straight and contour cutting in wood, metal, 

stainless steel and other materials

Band saw blades for SB 4-A22
• Fast cutting metal band saw blades for low noise,  

low residue 
• Cold cutting in steel pipe and tubing
• Available TPI: 10/14, 14/18, 24

Small abrasives
• For cutting, grinding and polishing and finishing work
• Sizes available: 115mm, 125mm, 180mm, 230mm

Hammer drill bits (SDS)
• SDS hammer drill bits designed with a full carbide head and bits 
• Unique head and helix design to drill faster than any other drill
• For concrete, brick, masonry and more
• Connection ends available: TE-C, TE-Y

Smooth shank bits
• A wide range of smooth and hex shank bits for 

multiple base materials
• Additional sizes and connection ends are available – 

see Hilti website for more information

Chisels and setting tools
• Pointed and flat chisels with self-sharpening tips and inductive hardening
• Designed for superior performance and longer life
• For demolition and channel work
• Connection ends available: TE-C, TE-Y, TE-S, HEX 28

Hollow drill bits

TE-CX / TE-YXTE-C / TE-YHD Setting tool and stop hammer drill bit

Pointed chisels Wide-flat chisels

Flexible chisels

Narrow flat chisels

MD – Heavy Metal (thick kerf)

MS – Metal (thin kerf)

WD – Wood and Metal UD – Multiple Materials (thick kerf) WDX – Ultimate Wood and Metal

Stainless and steel blade Wood cuttingFraming blade Non ferrous metal cutting

Circular saw blades
• Fast speed, high precision and extra long life in metal and wood cutting applications
• Sizes available: 165mm, 190mm

WORK FASTER  
AND LONGER

WORK FASTER  
AND LONGER

Hilti Tool Inserts 
for interior finishing trades

Hilti Tool Inserts 
for interior finishing trades



QUICK, PRECISE  
AND CLEAN

Hilti Diamond 
Systems

DCH 300 diamond cutter
• Cuts to a depth of up to 12 cm – ideal for windows, 

doors and shafts openings
• Overheating and overloading protection 
• Exact cutting depth adjustment with depth gauge
• HSE tool: blade rotation guides the tool away from 

the operator’s body & dust-free with vacuum cleaner 
use

 DCH 180-SL slitting machine
• Quick and neat chasing for cable conduits, pipes  

or hebel walls positioning
• Very high cutting performance, up to 60 mm  

slitting depth and width
• Depth gauge for accurate cutting depth adjustment
• HSE tool: blade rotation guides the tool away 

from the operator’s body & dust-free with vacuum 
cleaner use

DG 150 diamond grinder 
•  Specialised grinding tool which doubles 

productivity compared with angle grinders
• Perfect to prepare a concrete surface before 

painting, remove coatings or concrete drops
• HSE tool: built-in dust hood and dust free with a 

vacuum cleaner – can be used for 8 hours with a 
P2 mask

SPX, SP diamond cup wheels and 
cutting discs  
• 3 quality lines to respond to each need: 
• SPX (red): Ultimate performance delivering the 

lowest total cost through labor savings
• SP (black): Premium solution which delivers solid 

performances for demanding users
• P (grey): Standard product features with Hilti  

quality at lowest acquisition cost

RELIABLE AND 
COMPLIANT

Hilti Mechanical 
Anchor Systems

HST3 expansion anchor
• Productive and reliable installation with AT-Module
• Greater flexibility thanks to two embedment 

depths included in the ETA
• Approved for seismic applications categories C1 

and C2 (ETA)

HUS3-H 6 screw anchors
• Fast and easy installation
• Completely removable
• Small spacing and edge distance
• Nice head finish

HTB metal anchor with screw for 
drywall
• Light-duty anchoring in drywall and heavier-duty 

applications in concrete block
• Best performance in gypsum board
• Unique installation “legs” and locking cap for easy 

and adjustable fastening in various thicknesses

HCA ceiling hanger
• Installing suspended ceilings
• Easy install: hammer in and pull with hammer claw
• Gripping lugs on the sleeve aids expansion during 

setting

HPS plastic impact anchor
• Fastening trim strips, battens and components for 

electrical and plumbing installations
• Universal use on many materials, including 

perforated brick and block
• Drive in with a hammer or screwdriver. Can be 

unscrewed

HLC sleeve anchor
• Suitable for a wide range of temporary 

applications and fastening small items
• Head configurations available: hex, countersunk, 

tie wire, closed eye bolt, open eye bolt
• Pre-assembled anchor for fast, easy installation

HSA expansion anchor
• Fastening columns and beams
• For fast, convenient and reliable torquing set with 

SIW 14-A or SIW 22-A impact wrench and 
S-TB torque bar

VC 40-UM dry/wet M-class vacuum 
cleaner
• Remove dust and slurry from drilling, slitting, grinding 

and wet/dry coring
• 1200W powerful motor
• Hilti Airboost filter technology for consistently high 

suction performance
• Automatic filter cleaning every 15 seconds
• M-class to comply with Australian construction’s 

legislation



EFFICIENT AND 
PRODUCTIVE 

EFFICIENT AND 
PRODUCTIVE 

Hilti Direct Fastening and  
Screw Fastening Systems

Hilti Direct Fastening 
Systems

SD 5000-A22 cordless drywall 
screwdriver
• Fastening drywall to metal or wood framing on 

walls and ceilings
• Fastening metal track to metal track (framing)
• SMD 57 magazine for speedy repetitive fastening
• High battery capacity / very short charging time
• Optimal speed and power: speed 5000/min, 

torque 9.5 Nm

DX 351 MX powder-actuated 
fastening system
• Fastening to tough concrete and steel
• Safety features helps prevents unintentional firing
• Available in a single shot version to fire nails with 

washers

GX 3 gas fastening system 
• No battery – so no power source needed and no 

downtime due to charging
• Wide range of nails for fastening to a wide variety 

of materials
• Gas gauge helps to avoid running out of gas 

unexpectedly
• High fastening rate for high productivity and 

maximum efficiency

DX 351-CT powder-actuated 
fastening system for ceilings
• Fastening overhead to concrete or steel
• Fastenings for suspended ceilings
• Safety device helps prevent unintentional firing
• Specially designed for “bump firing” in ceiling 

fastening applications

DX 5-IE insulation fastening system
• Fastening insulation materials to interior and 

exterior walls and ceilings
• Fastens insulation thickness 25 mm – 200 mm
• Smart features through Bluetooth connectivity 

and the Hilti Connect app 
• One-step operation - up to 5 times faster than 

traditional drilling and anchoring method
• X-IE insulation fasteners: wide range of sizes 

available in black and white

GX 2 gas system
• Short (20 mm), comfortable stroke and low recoil 

reduce fatigue, especially in overhead applications
• GC 52 gas can drives up to 1,100 nails
• Best-in-class battery performance: 8,000 nails 

with one charge, 30 min. charging time
• 12V Li-ion battery platform shared with other  

Hilti tools

BX 3 02 battery powered  
fastening tool
• Hilti’s combustion-free direct fastening technology 

for high-quality, reliable fastening on concrete, 
steel and some types of solid masonry

• Combustion-free operation – no gas cans or 
powder cartridges to store and dispose of

• Drives up to 800 fasteners with a single charge
• Magazine capacity of 30 nails
• Smart features including a revolutionary 

refill indicator, standby mode and Bluetooth 
connectivity through the Hilti Connect app

GX-IE gas insulation fastening 
system
• Fastening insulation materials to interior and 

exterior walls and ceilings
• Fastens insulation thickness 25 mm – 120 mm
• One-step operation - up to 5 times faster than 

traditional drilling and anchoring method
• X-IE-G insulation fasteners: wide range of sizes 

available in white



VISIT WWW.HILTI.COM.AU OR CALL 131 292 FOR FIRESTOP APPROVAL DOCUMENTATION

CP 606 flexible firestop sealant 
• Water-based acrylic sealant for interior 

firestopping applications in various base 
materials including concrete, aerated 
concrete, prefabricated panels and 
plasterboard walls

• For sealing low movement construction 
joints up to 30mm wide in walls and 
floors, and up to 65mm wide between 
walls and metal decking

• Paintable

Hilti Firestop  
Systems

Hilti Construction  
Foams

CODE COMPLIANT 
FIRE PROTECTION 

QUICK AND EASY  
TO USE 

CF 126 dispenser foam
• High-yield, self-extinguishing foam for sealing 

joints and gaps
• 750ml can with foam yield up to 55l
• Use with Hilti CF DS-1 dispenser gun for 

controlled dispensing
• Recommended dispenser: Hilti CF DS-1
• Recommended dispenser cleaner: Hilti CFR 1

CF-F 750 GV filling foam
• High yield foam for sealing gaps and voids in walls
• 750ml can with foam yield up to 34l
• High adhesive strength
• Easy to use (finger dispensing)
• Restricts drafts and reduces noise and vibration

CF 116 filling foam
• For sealing gaps and voids in walls
• 473ml can with foam yield up to 24l
• Easy to use (finger dispensing)
• Restricts drafts and reduces noise and vibration

NCC COMPLIANCE
To ensure you comply with the 
National Construction Code (NCC), 
ask for the ETA documentation for  
the selected anchor.

STRONGEST ANCHORS
Our anchors provide the strongest solution 
for safety critical applications in concrete, 
fully backed by technical documentation, 
software and engineering services.

WIDEST RANGE
We offer a full suite of ETA assessed 
anchoring solutions, to suit every 
application from basic through to the 
most complex and challenging.

THE APPROVED ADAPTIVE TORQUE SYSTEM

HSATorque bar HST3

HST3 setting  
with SIW-6AT  
impact wrench

Reliable and ETA approved for numerous permanent 
applications.

• Fast
• No torque wrench
• High loads like stud anchors
• Adjustable
• Cuts through rebar

SCREW ANCHORS HUS3 ETA APPROVED FOR DIAMOND 
CORED HOLES

• Auto-cleaning with Hilti hollow drill bit
•  Dustless
• NCC compliant and ETA approvals for 

the following products:

•  Roughen diamond cored holes for better bonding
•  Allows higher loads
• NCC compliant and ETA approved for  

RE 500 V3 and HY 200-R RE 500 V3 HY 200Roughening tool

ANCHOR SOLUTIONS 
BUILT TO CODE

Hilti Anchor 
Systems

Product
ETA for  

anchoring

ETA for  
cracked  
concrete

Seismic  
approvals C1 

(ETA)

Seismic  
approvals C2 

(ETA)

Seismic approvals 
(engineering 
judgement)

Shock  
approval

Fatigue  
approval

Fire  
approval

HDA ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

HSL3 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

HST3 ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

HMU-PF ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

HSC*** ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

HUS3* ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

HUS3-I / HUS3-A / HUS3-H6** ■ ■ ■ ■

HSA ■ ■

HKD** ■ ■ 

DBZ** ■ ■

HRD** ■ ■

COMPLIANCE TO AS 5216 SAFETY BEYOND AS 5216 – MAXIMUM PROTECTION IN EXTREME CONDITIONS

*Seismic C1 & C2 approval for diameter 10mm & 14mm. Seismic C1 approval for diameter 8mm. 
 **Approvals for redundant fastenings available. Contact Hilti for advice. ***Seismic C2 approval for M8 & M10 HSC-A anchor only.

RE 500 V3RE 100  

HVU2

HY 200 HY 170

Hollow drill bit HST3 HSA

FAST, RELIABLE AND SAFE

RE 500 V3
HSL1)

HVU2

HY 200

HSA

HST31)

1) Cored with DD EC-1 or DD 30-W tool

CD 4-A22 caulking dispenser
• Versatile tool that can be used 

interchangeably with either 310 ml  
(10 oz) cartridges or 600 ml (20 oz) 
barrels

• Powerful tool for dispensing high-
viscosity material with ease



Order online at www.hilti.com.au or call 131 292HILTI ORDERING INFORMATION

MEASURING AND ALIGNING SOLUTIONS
Ordering designation Item number

Laser range meters
PD 5 Laser range meter 2004788

PD-I Laser range meter 2061407

PD-E Laser range meter 2062050

PD-CS Wi-Fi enabled laser range meter 2102498

Multi-directional lasers
PM 2-LG Green line laser 2098522

PM 2-LG Green line laser + PMA 82 bracket + Target kit 3529450

PMA 82 Wall mount with magnetic bracket 2098198

PM 40-MG Multi-line green laser +Bat+Charger kit 3586049

PM 40-MG Multi-line green laser +Bat+12V Adapter kit 3586050

PM 40-MG Multi-line green laser +Bat+Charger+Bracket+Target kit 3586051

PM 40-MG Multi-line green laser Complete kit 3586052

PMA 85 Wall mount with magnetic bracket 2160374

PMA 86 Rail/track adapter 2160375

Rotating lasers
PR 3-HVSG Green rotating laser kit 3543973

PR 3-HVSG Green rotating laser +Wall bracket kit 3543974

PR 3-HVSG Green rotating laser +Receiver kit 3543975

PR 3-HVSG Green rotating laser +Wall bracket+Receiver kit 3543976

PR 30-HVSG Green rotating laser (no batteries or charger) 2181023

PR 30-HVSG Green rotating laser +2Bat+Charger kit 3586044

PR 30-HVSG Green rotating laser +2Bat+Charger+Bracket kit 3586047

PRA 72 Wall bracket 2088509

INSERTS FOR INTERIOR FINISHING TRADE (CONT’D)
Ordering designation Item number

Chisels and setting tools
Clay spade chisel TE-S SPI 50 406785

Narrow-flat chisel TE SP FM 50 2065557

Pointed chisel TE SP SM 50 2065554

Pointed chisel TE-CP SM 25 282299

Narrow-flat chisel TE-CP FM 25 282301

Pointed chisel TE-YP SM 50 282265

Narrow-flat chisel TE-YP FM 50 282269

Smooth shank bits
Spade bit WDB-S-H6 25x152 2025575

Spade bit WDB-S-H6 16-32 set 2025582

Stepped drill bit 4-20 304983

Stepped drill bit M10-M40 304984

Pilot bit 6 mm 283870

Twist drill bit HSS 1-13 kit 304939

Bimetal hole saw 32mm-1 1/4" MetalCut 417567

Bimetal hole saw 114mm-4 1/2" MultiCut 417643

Cut-out bit SCOB DG 5/32 (10) 2149890

Circular saw blades
Circ. saw blade SC-C MU 165x20 z40 A 2014797

Circ. saw blade SCB WU 165x20 z24 A 2037951

Circ. saw blade SC-C MS 165 AL 2023990

Reciprocating saw blades
Recip. saw blade MD 23 10 (5) 2099294

Recip. saw blade MD 30 10 (5) 2099295

Recip. saw blade MB 23 14 (5) 2099397

Recip. saw blade WB 23 6 (5) 2099416

Recip. saw blade UD 20 1014 (5) 2099407

Band saw blades
Band saw blade SB 4 BM 14/18 TPI (3) 2150032

Band saw blade SB 4 BM 10/14 TPI (3) 2150031

Jig saw blades
Jig saw blade MD 155 2 BiM (5) 2154882

Jig saw blade W-CSJ M 152/2 SandwCut 377922

Abrasives
Cutting disc AC-D SP 125x1.0 (MP100) 2181350

Cutting disc AC-D SPX 125x1.0 2150705

Grinding wheel AG-D SP 125x6.4 2150740

CORDLESS DRILLING, CUTTING AND GRINDING SOLUTIONS
Drill/drivers, impact drivers, rotary hammers 22 volt and 36 volt kits
SID 4A 2 x B22/5.2Ah batteries + 350 fast charger in Hilti tool case 3592108

SIW6AT 2 x B22/5.2Ah batteries + 350 fast charger in Hilti tool case 3601904

SF 6H B22/5.2Ah batteries + 350 fast charger in Hilti tool case 3592115

CD 4-A22 caulking dispenser 2217418

DIAMOND DUST-FREE GRINDING
Vacuum cleaners
Diamond cup 150/6" SPX  univ 2163567

Diamond cup 150/6" SPX  finef 2163722

Diamond cup 150/6" SPX  coat 2163724

Univ. vacuum cleaner VC 40-UM 240 V 2183222

Univ. vacuum cleaner VC 40-UM 240 V with accessory set + 5 Dust filter bags. Rest same 3579066

INSERTS FOR INTERIOR FINISHING TRADE
Hammer drill bits
Hammer drill bit TE-CX 5/12 MP8 2021990

Hammer drill bit TE-CX 5/17 MP8 2021992

Hammer drill bit TE-CX 6/12 MP8 2021997

Hammer drill bit TE-CX 6/17 MP8 2021998

Hammer drill bit TE-CX 8/17 MP8 2022003

Hammer drill bit TE-CX 10/17 MP8 2022008

Hammer drill bit TE-CX 12/17 MP8 2022012

Hammer drill bit TE-CX 15/17 409211

Percussion core bit TE-C-DS 65/130 375931

Percussion core bit TE-C-DS 68/130 339130

Percussion core bit TE-C-DS 75/130 386806

Setting tool HKD-TE-CX M10x25 414480

Setting tool HKD-TE-CX M12x25 2097386

Hammer drill bit TE-CD 12/33 2018940

Hammer drill bit TE-CD 14/37 2018942

Hammer drill bit TE-YX 20/52 2122297

Hammer drill bit TE-YX 25/52 2122276



Order online at www.hilti.com.au or call 131 292HILTI ORDERING INFORMATION

DIRECT FASTENING SOLUTIONS
Ordering designation Item number

Powder-actuated
Powder-actuated tool DX 351 M+E 373107
DX 351-CT kit 3614316
Cable Tie Holder X-UCT P27 2187805
Ceiling Clip X-CC U27 P8 386230
Ceiling Clip X-CC CS27 P8 2005065
Ceiling Hanger X-HS M10 U32 P8 S15 361790

Battery-actuated
BX 3-ME 02 A22 case 2184454
BX 3-ME 02 A22 case + 2 x B22/5.2Ah + Charger 3613852
X-P 20 B3 MX 2156390
X-P 17 B3 MX 2156219
BX 3 7ft Pole Tool 3542839
BX 3 5ft Pole Tool 3542838

Gas-actuated
GX 3-ME 3584206
X-P 20 G3 MX (1200) + GC 42 2135983
X-P 17 G3 MX (1200) + GC 42 2135982
GX 3 7ft Pole Tool 3584324
GX 3 5ft Pole Tool 3585574
Cable tie holder X-UCT MX 2095183
Cable tie holder X-ECT MX 285709
Cable tie with holder X-ECT 40 MX 432947
Ceiling clip X-ECC MX 228342
Electrical cable clamp X-EKSC 16 MX 274083
Electrical cable clamp X-EKSC 20 MX 274086
Electrical cable clasp X-EKB 16 MX 285714

MECHANICAL ANCHOR SOLUTIONS
HST3 stud anchor system for seismic applications
HST3 M8x75 -/10 2105888

HST3 M8x95 -/30 2105889

HST3 M10x70 10/- 2113974

HST3 M10x80 20/- 2113975

HST3 M10x90 30/10 2105712

HST3 M10x100 40/20 2105713

HST3 M10x110 50/30 2105714

HST3 M10x200 140/120 2105717

HST3 M12x85 10/- 2113978

HST3 M12x95 20/- 2113979

Adaptive torque module SI-AT-A22 2138585

HUS3 screw anchor systems
HUS3-H 6x40 /5 416735

HUS3-H 6x60 /5/25 416736

HUS3-H 6x80 /25/45 416737

HUS3-P 6x40/5 416745

HUS3-P 6x60/5/25 * 416746

HUS3-P 6x80/25/45 * 416747

Hollow wall / Drywall metal anchor
HTB-2 M5 2158762

HTB-2 M6 2158764

HTB-2-S M5x60 2158763

HTB-2-S M6x60 2158765

FIRESTOP SOLUTIONS
Ordering designation Item number

Foams, sealants and joint fillers
CP 606 Flexible firestop sealant 209633
CD4-A22 Battery-Powered Dispenser 2217418
Long Assembly Set for CD4-A22 2218556
CS 270-P1 Manual Dispenser 24669
Construction foams
CF 126 Dispenser foam 220439
CF DS-1 Dispenser CF DS-1 259768
CFR 1 Cleaner 20162
CF-F 750 GV Filling foam 373965
CF 116 Filling foam 321423



HILTI SERVICE SUPPORT POLICY

The availability of professional technical support is just as important to Hilti as the 
production of quality tools. Our team of Field Engineers provide expert technical 
support, on site or by telephone. We know that every day on the job site brings 
a new challenge and that’s why Hilti Engineers are on-hand to consult on a wide 
range of technical solutions.

PROJECT SUPPORT

Hilti project managers and engineers assist by coordinating logistics and 
technical support for defined projects.

ON-SITE TECHNICAL CONSULTING

Our engineers provide on-site support at any location. They offer a consulting 
service for engineers and construction professionals on specific application 
needs. Training and site-testing is also a service we can offer.

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTS

Our innovative and practical software solutions cover everything from anchor 
design and selection, to installation concepts, and are available to support you 
in your daily work. Technical documents such as approvals, test certificates and 
technical data sheets can be viewed and downloaded from Hilti Online at  
www.hilti.com.au/downloads

CONTACT US

For any of these services you can contact us on 131 292 or  
serviceaustralia@hilti.com

PROFESSIONAL  
ASSISTANCE
Helps make every project  
a success

Hilti Engineering Services

NOTES



WE’RE HERE 
TO HELP
How to get in touch

Contacting Hilti

Item No 3529129

Hilti (Aust.) Pty Ltd
Level 5, 1G Homebush Bay Drive  
Rhodes NSW 2138 

P 131 292
F 1300 135 042 
www.hilti.com.au

Sydney – Seven Hills
1/1 Tucks Road
Seven Hills NSW 2147
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 4.00pm

Newcastle
70-72 Orlando Road  
Lambton NSW 2299
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 4.00pm

Melbourne
203-205 Normanby Road  
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 5.00pm

Brisbane
718 Kingsford Smith Drive  
Hamilton QLD 4007
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 5.00pm

Gold Coast
Unit 5/46–50 Spencer Road  
Nerang QLD 4211
Mon – Fri 7.30am – 4.30pm

Townsville
Unit 8/264 Woolcock Street  
Currajong QLD 4812
Mon – Fri 7.30am – 4.30pm

Cairns
29 Hannam Street  
Cairns QLD 4870
Mon – Fri 7.30am – 4.30pm

Adelaide
183 Railway Terrace  
Mile End South SA 5031
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 5.00pm

Perth
150 Abernethy Road
Belmont WA 6104
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 5.00pm

Darwin
32 Benison Road
Winnellie NT 0820
Mon – Fri 7.30am – 4.30pm

Hobart
56a Hopkins Street  
Moonah TAS 7009
Mon – Fri 7.30am – 4.30pm

Sydney – Alexandria
154 Bourke Road
Alexandria NSW 2015
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 5.00pm

Sydney – Lidcombe
35 Parramatta Road 
Lidcombe NSW 2141
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 5.00pm

Sydney – Annandale
245a Parramatta Road  
Annandale NSW 2038
Mon – Fri 7.00am – 4.00pm

NEW

FIND A STORE

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Customer Service representatives are available Monday to Friday from 7:30am to 5:00pm.  
Our professionally trained team can help you with product advice, orders and deliveries, as well  
as organising on-site product demonstrations.

Call: 131 292     Fax: 1300 135 042     Email: serviceaustralia@hilti.com

HILTI STORES
Our national network of Hilti Stores are much more than display or sales points for Hilti products.  
At a Hilti Store, you can receive professional advice on products and applications. You can also  
have hands-on demonstrations of Hilti products. Find a location near you.

Visit: www.hilti.com.au/stores 

HILTI ONLINE
7 days a week, 24 hours a day, our website is available at your own convenience during and after 
office hours, with quick access to product information and pricing. Register to order online, review 
your order history, see your tool list and more. Get the Hilti Mobile app for Android or iOS.

Visit: www.hilti.com.au

ACCOUNT MANAGERS
Our professionally trained Account Managers are readily available nationwide, to visit your place of 
work, where and when you need. They can help evaluate your job requirements and suggest ways  
to increase your productivity and profitability.

Call: 131 292

NEW


